
Surviving The
First Weeks with a

Newborn
A Caregiver guide for beginners

**all opinions in this informational product are not medical advice just my opinion. please seek a doctor for specific scenarios



A baby is born with a need to be loved and never outgrows it.
Frank Clark



OBJECTIVES
Healthy Mom
Healthy Baby
Helpful Dad
Harmonious Family



What you 
will need



Diapers

Stroller

Car Seat

Sound Machine

Breast Pump (if Breastfeeding)

Formula (if Formula Feeding or Supplementing)

Crib and Mattress

Changing Table

Wipes

Diaper Pail

Hand Mittens

Vaseline or Aquaphor

Honest Diaper Cream

Swaddles

Wash Cloths

Onesies, Pajamas, (A few articles of clothing)

Pacifier



Part 1:
Healthy Mom
Taking care of you so you can take care of baby

Having a child is one of the most traumatic
things that can happen to a woman's body. Yes it
is a beautiful journey, yes the result is a
wonderful new human however let's not
overlook the stress, trauma, emotions and
change the body will experience. Let's talk about
it.



#1: NATURAL OR C-SECTION BIRTH

Tentative Recovery Time 4-6 weeks

Only lift your baby for this time period

Refrain from strenous exercise other than

short walks with or without your baby

Maintain hydration and good eating habits

Monitor your emotional well being

Rest well and often

Natural Birth

Tentative Recovery Time 6-8 weeks

Only lift your baby for this time period

Refrain from exercise

Maintain hydration and good eating habits

Monitor your emotional well being

Rest well and often

C-section Birth

*Note: please consult your physician. This is not medical advice . These are just what has
worked for me in my profession as a newborn caregiver



#2: HEALTHY
BABY

Being born for some may end up being
the easy part. What comes next can set
a tone for a happy healthy baby or one
that deals with uncertainty and
disorganization very early on.



#2: FIRST NIGHTS HOME AND SCHEDULING
Decide if you want to
breasfeed, supplement or
both
Put baby in their crib
from the first night home
Feed baby every 2-3
hours or on demand
Change baby's diaper at
every feed. Use aquaphor
to help with moisture on
baby's bottom
Lot's of skin to skin
swaddle baby for comfort

with the right support
and schedule baby's
weight can be "turned
around" by first
appointment.
Leave lights on in the
daytime and make room
dim at night to help
baby's body understand
night versus day
only sponge baths until
umbilical cord has fallen
off

get rest no matter
how little
delegate: if bottle
feeding have dad or
support person help
with the bottle
feeding
do not be afraid to
ask for help. "I just
had a baby" is the
most valid
expression for every
request during
recovery time 



#3: HELPFUL DAD.

You guys are rock stars! Now that your new bundle
is here there is so much that dad or your support
person can assist you with.



You Got This!
Rest when you can, eat often and hydrate

non-stop

Everything that you are feeling and going through is valid. 
You are worthy and worth ir!



#4:
HARMONIOUS
FAMILY SEEK
HELP.

Know when to say when



#4: HARMONIOUS FAMILY
When parents get
enough rest the baby
stays calmer

Choosing a care giver
or doing it on your own
are all choices
depending on your
lifestyle and budget. I
AM HERE FOR YOU

Very early on dad can
help with diaper
changes and/or bottle
feeding and definitely
skin to skin. All of these
create an early bond
with father and child



MONITOR YOUR
MOODS

Feeling blue is normal after giving birth
however feelings of depression, wanting to
harm yourself or your baby are not normal
and should be addressed immediately. Listen
to your body and do not be afraid to ask for
help.



Embrace vulnerability.
We are simply humans
trying our might to be

our best versions.



TAKE HEART: I SEE YOU

Website: www.darlenemorantconsulting.com
Instagram: @darlene.morant
Facebook: Darlene Morant


